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Why a regional perspective?



Why regional differences matter

− Different regions, different preferences?

− Polarization and political feasibility

− Need for targeted solutions

− A broad conceptualization of policy acceptance

− General energy policy preferences

− But also
− Acceptance of energy technologies – Potential for 

measures to promote specific technologies

− The perception the energy provider – A governance 
perspective

Pictures: https://solar-skilift.ch/solarskilift/portrait/, https://www.emchberger.ch/de/terrassenhaus-sitacher?division=76, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cities_in_Switzerland#/media/File:Veduta_di_Zurigo_2.jpg 



Potential drivers of regional disparities

«Natural»: 

− Renewable potential

Techno-economic:

− Profitability, 

− energy provider, 

− suppliers of solutions/technologies, 

− economic situation

Socio-political:

− Social acceptance, 

− political ideology and party dynamics, 

− institutional framework (e.g., participation)

Solar PV locations

Source: Heinisch et al. (2023) Applied Energy

Focus on 
diversity

Focus on 
PV with 
batteries

Focus on 
productivity

17 TWh (all)                       25 TWh (all)                   25 TWh (solar)                    35 TWh (all)       
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The EDGE regions



Definition of EDGE regions

− Interdisciplinary definition

of 9 categories

− EDGE regions:

− Urban

− Alps

− Midlands

Figure: The EDGE Regions

Note: Yellow = Urban; Pink = Alps, Green = Midlands



The EDGE survey

– An interdisciplinary project 

– Fieldwork: August 26 to October 
31, 2022

– Number of respondents: 4’948 
«Finisher»

– Response rate: 36.6%

– Sample characteristics fit «quite 
well» the Swiss population’s 
distribution regarding gender, age, 
education and – to a lesser extent 
– income

– Test of regional differences based 
on regression models



Insights into regional policy
acceptance



− Strong relevance of 

energy independence

− Statistical variation 

regarding

− EU Cooperation

− CO2 

Compensation 

abroad

− However: no real 

regional split!

Energy policy preferences



Future energy mix

− Overall: little variation

− But some statistically 

significant differences

− Urban: More larger 

PV, less large hydro

− Alps: more small 

hydro, less imports, 

less gas

− Midlands: less wind 



Facilitating 
open-
space PV

− No relevant 

regional 

differences!

− Open-space PV is 

perceived as 

useful

− It does rather not 

bother if close to 

infrastructure

− But also: no 

enthusiasm!



Facilitate PV on farmland

Acceptance is not 

very high given the 

positive framing in 

the survey question!



Perception of energy provider

In urban areas, 

respondents

perceive the energy

provider as more

active



Conclusions

− Regional disparities in policy acceptance can matter!

− Our results show – overall – surprisingly little variation!

− This is good news in the first place!

− No fundamental splits with polarization potential!

− However: regional differences could become more prevalent when 

moving from socio-political to community or market acceptance!


